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wi-Q Technologies to showcase award-winning mobile ordering at Hotel Tech
Live 2017

On the 26th & 27th of September, wi-Q Technologies will be showcasing their award winning,
cloud-based mobile ordering solutions; wi-Q for F&B, and Mi-Room for hotel guest services at
Hotel Tech Live. The exhibition, which is held in ExCeL, London, draws pioneering businesses,
concepts, speakers and experts from all over the world.

(PRWEB UK) 1 September 2017 -- Exhibition visitors will find wi-Q Technologies, wi-Q and Mi-Room on
stand no. 3084. Visitors will be able to experience the award-winning, mobile ordering solutions for themselves
- without having to download a mobile app.

In addition to exhibiting, wi-Q Technologies have also been shortlisted for the Customer Experience Award in
the Innovation Technology Awards. This award recognises a product which dramatically enhances the customer
experience, enabling restaurants to increase their revenue, build their brand and boost their profits.

Patience Tagborlo, Head of Partnerships at wi-Q Technologies, will be holding a seminar on the future of
mobile ordering in hospitality on Tuesday 26th September at 12.30pm in Seminar Theatre 3. Patience, will
walk attendees through the barriers to implementing new technologies using previously unseen mobile ordering
research from a partnership with the Edge Hotel Schoolat the University of Essex. Patience will also outline
exactly what a cloud-based application is and how it provides hospitality with a more lucrative, seamless and
innovative solution, which will grow alongside emerging technology and the industry itself. For forward-
looking hospitality venues, this is a must-see seminar.

Come and see how wi-Q Technologies can revolutionise your customer experience and generate your business
an instant ROI at Stand No. 3084 on the 26 -27th September at Hotel Tech Live 2017, ExCeL, London.

Order your free tickets today at www.hoteltechlive.co.uk.

Editors Notes:

wi-Q Technologies has revolutionised mobile ordering within the hospitality industry with its cloud-based, fully
scalable and brand customisable solution. Allowing restaurants, coffee shops, theatres and stadia to place
ordering and payment into their customers` hands, directly from a web browser via any internet-enabled device.

Additional features of the wi-Q technology include, allergy specific menus, daily specials, multiple payment
options and bill-splitting. It can also be a useful tool to display nutritional information on your menu, which is
fast-becoming expected of restaurants UK-wide with plans to make it a legal requirement. Partnerships with
world-leading hospitality software providers has ensured that wi-Q is common systems and payments
integrated. With little or no capital expenditure upfront and based on a low-cost software as a service (SaaS)
model, wi-Q delivers ROI from day one.
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Contact Information
Tristan Adlington
Wi-Q Technologies
http://www.wi-qtechnologies.com
+44 1473326907

Tristan Adlington
The Write Impression
http://www.thewriteimpression.co.uk
01473326907

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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